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The differential scattering cross section and the change of electron polarization are calcu
lated for the elastic scattering of polarized electrons on polarized deuterons. 

INTRODUCTION 

IF we look at the electron-nucleon interaction, to 
first order in the electromagnetic field but taking 
into account all mesonic-radiation corrections, 
the nucleon structure is given by two material 
form factors a ( q2 ) and b ( q2 ) (see for example 
the work of Akhiezer, Rozentsveig, and Shmushke
vich1). Here q2 = (p1-p2 ) 2, where p1 and P2 

are the four-momenta of the electron before and 
after scattering, a ( q 2 ) characterizes the charge 
distribution, and b (q2 ) the distribution of the anom
alous nuclear magnetic moment. 

In the static limit ( q2 - 0) we have ap = 1 
and bp = J..!p for the proton, and an = 0 and 
bn = J..!n for the neutron, where J..!p and J..!n are 
the anomalous magnetic moments of the proton 
and the neutron. 

Experiments on the elastic scattering of elec
trons on deuterons2•3 permit the possible deter
mination of the neutron form factor. Both the 
nucleon form factors and the form factor of the 
deuteron as a whole enter into the formula for 
the electron-deuteron differential cross section.4 

Therefore, experiments with polarized particles, 
some of which are considered in the present work, 
are useful in determining these quantities. 

DIFFERENTIAL ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS 
SECTION 

The matrix element for the electron-nucleon 
interaction has the following form: 1 

V,1 = (D2rfl.UI) gfl., 
, o ' ib (q2) A e2 -
I:<= a (q-) I fl. -r ----zx;:1 rfl.q, gv. = qz (u2rfl.u1)· (1) 

Capital letters indicate quantities related to the 
nucleon, while lower-case letters refer to the 
electron; M is the nucleon mass. In the nonrela
tivistic approximation, which will be applied later 
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to the deuteron, we have 

R =- (i !2M) {a (P1 + P2)- i (a+ b) [qxa]}; (2) 

v is a two-component spinor, and P1 and P2 are 
the initial and final nucleon momenta. 

As applied to the bound nucleon, we can write 
instead of (2) 

v,1 = ~ q;;vg;,&r, 

- i (a+ b) ([V'x a] eiqr- eiqr [V'x a])}. 

Corresponding to this, the matrix element for 
electron -deuteron scattering is written 

(3) 

(4) 

vif = ~'I"; [V p + v nl 'l",d-rpd-rn. (5) 

Here >Yi and >llf are the deuteron wave functions 
before and after the collisi,on, and Vp and Vn 
are determined by Eq. (4), where the form factors 
a and b correspond respectively to the proton 
and neutron. Writing the matrix element in the 
form (5) actually corresponds to using the impulse 
approximation for the deuteron. For elastic 
electron-deuteron scattering we get with the help 
of (5) 

Here Xi and Xf are deuteron spin functions, 

S =A+ B (a1 + a2) / 2; 

(6) 

( i \ 1 
A= I1 ,g4- 2M gq)- 2M 12g, B=Ia[Qxg];· 

I 1 = ~ ( apeiqr/2 + ane-iqr/2) I tpd 12 dr, 

12 = 2 ~ cp~ (apei~r/2- ane-iqr/2) \lcpddr, 

I 3 = 2~ ~ [(ap + bp) etqr/2 +(an+ bn) e-iqrf2JI tpd 12 dr (7) 
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r is the ~elative coordinate of the nucleons, u1 

and u2 are proton and neutron spin operators, 
and CfJd is the deuteron coordinate wave function. 
The D -wave admixture in the deuteron ground 
state is neglected. 

We look at the general case for the scattering 
of polarized electrons on polarized deuterons. The 
initial state is described by the density matrix p0, 

represented as the direct product of the electron 
and neutron density matrices 

Po =, Pe X Pd• 

Pe = 1/2 (1 + ir.el) 'Y/<+) (PI), 

Pd = + [ 1 + ~ Cl1Cl2 + 11., (cl + Cl2) + ~im (:;lic2m + Cl2;Clim)]. 

Here ... 
tp-m 

'Y/(+) (p) = -- 'r4 
2o 

is the positive energy state projection operator. 
The four-component vector i;Jl = ( t, t4 ) describes 
the electron polarization. In the rest system i;Jl = 
( t 0, 0 ) , and in an arbitrary system 

~ = ~r + (E/ nz) ~1, 

where t~ and t~ are the transverse and longi
tudinal components of the vector t0, p is the 
momentum; E the energy, m the electron mass; 
a and i3im describe the deuteron polarization, 
where Sp i3im = i3ii = 0. The term "polarization" 
in the present case includes that process usually 
called "alignment." 

The following expression is obtained for the 
differential cross section* 

dcr 1 ( e2 ) 2 Sp { "l(+) (p2l SpoS+} 

dQ =4 I;;" oisin4 (&/2)(1+~sin2 (&/2)) ' (S) 

Here J is the scattering angle, ~ = E1 /M. Carry
ing out the summation on the electron and nucleon 
spin indices, we get 

S { <+) ( ) C' S+ , I I" " s . I [2 { z " ( 1 . ., s ) p 'Y/ P2 c>Po } . = i 1 "COS" 2 + I 3 3 q· \ + Sll1" T 

(.1 . 2 il t . 2 il) - PimPli + sm 2 - c; sm 2 

- PziPzm ( 1 + sin2 f + ~ sin2 f)]} 
f- -2m {i i !3[~ (11.,q) !~1q 2 - i (sl- E2) (~q)] 

e1e2. • 

(9) 

In the computations it is everywhere assumed 
that E1 » m and J » m/ E1• The final expression 
for the differential cross section is conveniently 
written with the following choice of axes: 

*The factor e2/t( has been removed from S. 

I= [kxn]. 

We get 

d:;fd0.=(d:;jdQ) 0 (1-N/N 0 ), (10) 

where 

x[ 2(11.,1) + (:xk)(2 -L ~) tanf] 

1 2 ,, . [k ·k · , . 2 _il_ _c_ t 2 ~. _:_ :: · 4 ~) .. , .. q f'un 1 "' (lOS 2 , an :! , ., Slll 2 . 

ll . 0 tl t. 4 il) + i m(.l + SlW2 -c;S!TI 2 

+IJ<msin2 ftan f(2+ ~cos-&)J}· 

The scattering cross section for unpolarized 
particles is 

(11) 

dcr 1 . e2 )2 f~No cos2 (il; 2) (12) 
\dn)"' · 4(7,7;· ,;~sin•(&/2) (1 + ~sin2 (if/2)) 

The deuteron form factor is 
00 

f r= ~ ! rd ,2eiqr/2 dr = ~ u2 j0 (qr, 2) dr, 
0 

where j0 is the spherical Bessel function. In par
ticular, if 

'Pd = Vr /2c:e-yrjr, then fd = (4& ;q) tan-1 (q /4&)· 

Formula (12) coincides with the expression given 
by Jankus.4 

The following circumstance is essential: the 
ratio of the scattering cross sections for polarized 
and unpolarized particles does not depend on the 
deuteron form factor. It is evident from formula 
(11) that, in the approximation used, the differen
tial cross section does not depend on the trans
verse component of the polarization of the elec
trons. It is interesting to note the following: if the 
cross section does not depend on the proton polar
ization in the scattering of unpolarized electrons 
by protons, then in the present case the influence 
of the deuteron polarization shows up even for the 
scattering ofunpolarized electrons, and the prob
lem has azimuthal symmetry. 

THE CHANGE IN ELECTRON POLARIZATION 

The basic expression for the final polarization 
of the electrons 1;2 in the scattering of electrons 
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with polarization t1 from polarized deuterons 
has the following form: 

~ _ i (e2 I m) Sp {T'l'•ls.,.,(+) (pz) SpoS+'l')(+) (pz)} (13) 
2 - --- Sp {·~<+> (pz) Sp0S+} • 

The method of computation is exactly the same 
as for deriving the differential cross section. We 
set down the result: 

~~ = k [Cu (~7k) + C12 (~~n) + Cta (~~I)+ D11 (a,k) + Dta (a,l)1 

+ n [C22 (~~n) + C2a (~~I) 1 + I [C31 (~~k) + C32 (~~n) 

(14) 

The coefficients in formula (14) have the following 
meaning: 

Cn = Ncr:_ all' {(ap + Gn)2 + 4~2 (a,,+ Gn + bp + bn) 2 
(J 

x[{(I-!-2tan2 ;) 

[kk ( 2 a+t 2 a . 4 a)' 
- ~im ; m COS 2 an 2 + e SID 2 

- l;km tan ~ sin2 } (2 + e cos~) 

+ Um (cos2 ~ + 2tan2 } +esin4 ~)JJ}, 

C _ Q2 (ap +an+ bp + bn)2 tan (.&I 2)~;m 
23 - 4M2 (No-N) 

f) _ cos.&tag(.& I 2) (ap +an-+- bp + bn) 
13 - M (No-N) 

cl3 = c •• sin~-. 
Cas= C22 cos&, 

C12 = -C23 sin.&, 
Ca2 = -C23 cos%, 

Daa = -Dtatan%. 

Cat=- C11 tan .fl, 
Dat =- Dn tan%, 

It is obvious from these expressions that the final 
electron polarization does not depend on the deu
teron form factor. It is more convenient to rep
resent the final polarization in the coordinate sys
tem connected with the scattered electron: 

c.l =~.pdp., ~tt = ~.n; ~~1t = (~2 [p.xnl) I P2• 

t 2z is the longitudinal component, tft the trans
verse component perpendicular to the plane of the 
reaction, and tii the transverse component lying 
in the plane of the reaction. For the incident 
electron ell= ~lk, ctt = ~ln, and ~:1 == ~~1. 
In terms of these the result is written 

cg, = [CnC~t + Dn (a,k) + D13 (a, I) 1 I cos.&, 
cg}1 = [C13~~jl + C12C~f1 I sin n, 
cgf = !CtaC~f- ct.cV1l! sin.&. 

It is evident that the longitudinal and transverse 
components of the polarization change independ
ently of each other during the scattering. 

If the deuteron is not polarized at first, we get 

~~I = ~~/, 
~o !I -~oil f 1- q• (ap +an+ bP + bn)•ta_n>(.& I 2) J-

"•t - II [ 3M•No ' 

,.o_j_ = ,.o_j_ [!- q2 (ap +an+ bp + bn)2tan2 (.& I 2) -~ 
'>21 lolf JM•N o J . 

In this case the longitudinal component of the elec
tron polarization does not change during the scat
tering, but both transverse components change in 
the same way. This statement is true also for the 
scattering of electrons on unpolarized protons, as 
follows from the formulas obtained before.5 

If the electrons are initially unpolarized, we 
have 

cgt = [D11 (a,k) + D13 (a,l)1 I cos.&, C~t = cg111 = 0. 

The electrons appear longitudinally polarized. 
Other polarization effects may be interesting, for 
example, those arising in inelastic electron-deu
teron scattering, which effects are now being cal
culated. 

The author is grateful to I. M. Shmushkevich 
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